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This article contrasts Francis Bacon’s (1561–1626) understanding of civil war, sedition, and rebellion with that of his near
contemporaries and predecessors, especially Montaigne, Bodin, Machiavelli, Alberico Gentili and Edward Forset. The article
contends that for Bacon, civil war, sedition, and rebellion are the antitheses of good government and that which prudent policy
aims to avoid. The article further argues that for Bacon as sedition and its extremities (rebellion and civil war) are caused by
poverty and discontentment, and these, in Bacon’s view, are the result of overpopulation or ‘surcharge of people’, Bacon’s view for
the avoidance of civil war aims at policies of outward expansion in the form of colonies and wars of aggression, both of which
aim to reduce the metropole’s own population and therewith its propensity to civil war. The article argues that a consideration of
Bacon on civil war in particular will shed considerable light on the ideological origins of the British Empire which have often been
ignored – where some contemporary political theorists and historians are keen to link ideologies of empire to corresponding
positions in political anthropology. A consideration of Bacon’s thought on civil war will show, instead, the article contends, that
for key ideological originators of imperial justifications, imperial projects have their origin in domestic politics and the avoidance
of civil war [Q2].
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In recent literature, the historian David Armitage is the scholar who has broached most extensively the theme of civil war. In his
2017 monograph, Civil Wars: A History in Ideas, Armitage asserts that civil war (bellum civile) is a uniquely Roman invention. The
Greeks, even Thucydides, Armitage contends, had no equivalent notion for it.  Civil wars, in Armitage’s account, emerge in the first
century B.C.E., and they emerge in Rome. From this point of disembarkation, Armitage begins a series of millennial leaps –
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jumping from one canonical moment of history to the next – from Rome he jumps to the English civil wars; from there to the
American war of Independence, from thence to the American civil war and then, following Carl Schmitt, to a consideration of the
twentieth century as a global civil war. Like Nietzsche’s Zarathustra, Civil Wars leaps from peak to peak. What this trans-historical
leaping leaves aside is, perhaps unsurprisingly, a great deal – in what is an ostensibly global history, Armitage leaves out much of
the non-European world prior to the twentieth century. But even within European history and the history of the Americas,
Armitage’s narrative gives particularly short shrift to the Greeks and to the Renaissance and Early Modernity prior to Thomas
Hobbes and his contemporaries. In particular, Armitage he passes over civic strife within Northern Italian cities and the French
wars of religion (1562–1598). Armitage thus figures Hobbes as contending with neo-Roman notions of civil war, omitting, for the
most part, choosing to omit such sources as the works of Montaigne, Bodin and Bacon, with which Hobbes and later writers were
also in conversation.

A reconsideration of these sources occluded from Armitage’s narrative, particularly Bacon’s writings, sheds light on more than just
a gap in the contemporary historiography of civil war.  Looking at Bacon on civil war in particular will shed considerable light on
the ideological origins of the British Empire which have often been ignored – where some contemporary political theorists and
historians are keen to link ideologies of empire to corresponding positions in political anthropology. A consideration of Bacon’s
thought on civil war will show, instead, that for key ideological originators of imperial justifications, imperial projects have their
origin in domestic politics and the avoidance of civil war. Looking to Bacon’s works, this article asks, what, for Bacon, was civil
war? What did Bacon regard as the causes of civil war? And what did he consider to be its remedies? The article proceeds to
answer these questions, outlining Bacon’s definition of civil war, his assessment of its causes, and his proposed remedies to it.

Michel de Montaigne (1533–1592) seemed to think that civil war was something hot. Observing the French civil wars and wars of
religion raging in the final third of the sixteenth century, Montaigne referred to civil war as ‘a heated passion’ – a ‘fever’ (nostre
fiebre) in the body politic.  For Francis Bacon, civil war was a matter no less heated. Concurring with Montaigne in the central
essay of his 1625 Essayes or Counsels, Civill and Morall Bacon depicted an image of the body politic in which ‘A Civill Warre,
indeed, is like the Heat of a Feaver’.  If civil war, for Bacon, constituted a civil ill, Bacon was unrelenting in the remedy he
proposed for civic ills: it was, in his assessment, the princely duty of the sovereign power to stop civic ills in their first beginnings.
‘[I]t is wisdom in princes,’ Bacon wrote in 1612, ‘and it is a watch they owe to themselves and to their people, to stop the
beginnings of evils, and not to despise them.’  Stopping civil war in its very beginnings is not only a princely duty which the
sovereign owes not only to her or his subjects, but also a duty to oneself as a sovereign.

Bacon presents and figures other images of civic discord in feverish terms and with the metaphor of fever.  In his Advancement of
Learning of 1605, Bacon describes the stunningly brief reign of Lady Jane Grey in 1553, during which time the forces of Mary
Tudor massed and prevailed in a struggle for sovereignty, as an ‘ephemeral fever,’ a ‘ Febris Ephemera’ in which confessionally
framed factions contended for control of the English crown.  Seventeen years later, in his Historie of the raigne of King Henry the
seventh of 1622, the image of subjects apt for insurrection was figured as a civic disease with Bacon claiming that ‘the same
disease’ of ‘discontented Subiects apte to rise and raise tumulte’  afflicted King Henry VII. Later in the narrative of Bacon’s
Historie, the aptitude of Henry VII’s subjects to raise insurrection is depicted as ‘almost a feauer, that tooke him euery yeare’.
Moreover, in arguing for banishments from Court for those who plan duels or send challenges for duelling, Bacon claimed that
via duels ‘the state by this means shall be like to a distempered and unperfect body, continually subject to inflammations and
convulsions.’  Such hot inflammations and heated convulsions in the body politic, Bacon warned in Star Chamber upon that
occasion, ‘may grow from quarrels to banding, and from banding to trooping, and so to tumult and commotion, from particular
persons to dissension of families and alliances, yea to national quarrels’.

As we have already seen, for Bacon, as for Montaigne, civil war was a feverish heat upon the body politic. There is an implied
naturalness to this comparison – if civil war is like fever, it is not a product of artifice but of natural accident, albeit a natural
accident that can be aggravated or, perhaps, induced. If civil war is like the heat of fever, this does not mean that civil war
immediately occasions the death of the body politic, which it will for both later and earlier theorists, most notably Montaigne and
Thomas Hobbes.  Fever, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, surely could prove fatal, but it could also occasion recovery
or, perhaps, lead to a stronger comportment following recuperation.

In addition to viewing civil war as a fever, Michel de Montaigne was keen to offer several further characterizations of civil war.
Observing the French wars of religion as guerres civiles, Montaigne posed the question of whether civil wars could serve as a
remedy or pharmaceutical drug for the ills of the body politic. ‘Is there any ill in a polity which ought to be combatted with so
mortal a drug?’  Montaigne answered his question resoundingly in the negative: ‘Not even, Favonius said, the usurpation of the
tyrannous possession of a republic.’  In Montaigne’s figuration – civil war is a fatal drug worse than any possible disease to the
body politic – civil war presents ‘this notable spectacle of our public death’  – Civil war equals civic death, and for Montaigne,
this is worse even than a tyrant’s seizure of possession of a republic. Montaigne, for his part, was keen to assert that civil war was a
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fatal disease for corpora politica. The evidence is less clear that Bacon regarded civil wars as equivalent to civic death – one may
catch a fever, in Bacon’s view, and yet recover.

What, ultimately, is civil war for Bacon, beyond the metaphor of a disease? It is, of course, in the first instance a kind of war. How
one defines or conceptualizes war shapes in large measure a corresponding definition or conceptualization of civil war. For
Bacon, war is a trial of arms in which there is no judge (or none present in the courtroom) to determine the outcome.  This
definition of war is fleshed out in application to civil wars, when we look at what Bacon numbers within the set of civil wars.

In his essay ‘Of Honour and Reputation,’ Bacon lauds Augustus Caesar, King Henry VII of England, and Henri IV for being such as
‘compound the long Miseries of Civill Warres .’. Civil war here is figured as a state of misery (as will later be by Hobbes in the
infamous discussion of ‘The Natural Condition of Mankind’ in Leviathan). Significantly, Bacon seems to cast the Roman civil wars,
the Wars of the Roses and the French wars of religion as his paradigm instances of ‘Civill Warres’.

Keeping these paradigm cases of Baconian civil war in mind, let us look more closely at Bacon’s assessment of the French Wars of
Religion, which Bacon observed first hand in the tumultuous years of 1576–1579 as a young member of the English embassy of
Amyas Paulet,  precisely in the period when Henri III sided with regal partiality for the cause of the Catholic League.

In a fragmentary preface to his project for the interpretation of nature, De interpretatione naturæae proœoemium, dated by
Spedding to 1603, scholars have at times thought they saw in Bacon something almost resembling a prophet newly inspired.  In
a text which Spedding has dated to 1603, but which seems likely to be somewhat later,  Bacon writes with regard to his project
of human betterment via invention and methodical innovation in human knowledge,

Nor am I discouraged from it because I see signs in the times of the decline and overthrow of that
knowledge and erudition which is now in use. Not that I apprehend any more barbarian
invasions [barbarorum incursiones](unless possibly the Spanish empire should recover its strength,
and having crushed other nations by arms should itself sink under its own weight): but the civil
wars [ex bellis civilibus] which may be expected, I think, (judging from certain fashions which
have come in of late) to spread through many countries, – together with the malignity of sects [et
ex sectarum malignitate], and those compendious artifices and devices which have crept into the
place of solid erudition – seem to portend for literature and the sciences a tempest not less
fatal, and one against which the Printing-office will be no effectual security.

The notion of knowledge being impeded and the progress of the sciences imperilled by civil war is significant for Bacon. This is a
notion which recurs in his (and Essex’s) Letters of Advice to the Earl of Rutland.  Beyond the concern with knowledge, the
conjunction of civil war and the malignity of sects is also of marked interest for Bacon. Focusing on this gives fuller specification
of the potential sectarian or confessional dimensions of Bacon’s account of civil war. What does Bacon here mean by the
‘malignity of sects’ and why does this notion, for Bacon, occur in close conjunction with civil war? What, for Bacon, is a sect? In the
1625 edition of the Essayes, the notion of a sect seems to take on conditions of potentially broad scope. Philosophic schools
might fitly be likened to sects, as Bacon juxtaposes ‘the Sects of Philosophers’  to certain contemporary discoursing wits.
Epicureanism might be one amongst the ‘Sects of Philosophers,’ for Bacon Lucretius is ‘The Poet, that beautified the Sect’ of the
Epicureans.  Like Epicureans, Aristotelians, too, in Bacon’s eyes, seem to form a ‘sect,’ as, indeed, do scholastics, for Bacon writes
in his Historia Vitæae et Mortis of ‘the sects of peripatetics and schoolmen.’  Atheism, too, in Bacon’s view, may take on the
attributes of a ‘Sect,’ as ‘you shall have Atheists strive to get Disciples, as it fareth with other Sects’.  Certain revealed religions
may assume the status of ‘Sect’ as for instance, in Bacon’s eyes, would seem to be the case with Islam.  Judaism, too, for Bacon, is
a sect, for in his 1594 tract A True Report of the Detestable Treason, Intended by Dr. Roderigo Lopez,  Bacon remarks that the Queen’s
former physician is ‘suspected to be in sect secretly a Jew’.  Not least, Bacon writes that under certain conditions ‘the Christian
Religion’ itself may be a ‘Sect’ as ‘indeed there was never Law, or Sect, or Opinion, did so much magnifie Goodnesse, as the
Christian Religion doth.’  If, in Bacon’s view, scientific proficiency and progress face the threat of civil wars ( bella civilia)
accompanied by the malignity of sects, this description, within the frame of Bacon’s political vocabulary applies to malignities
internal to Christianity itself, with confessional conflict and its attendant martial strife not excluded.

In the 1597 edition of Bacon’s Essayes, in ‘Of Honour and Reputation,’ Bacon articulated a hierarchy of ‘the degrees of Soueraigne
Honour’  ranking first ‘Conditores, founders of states’ and second ‘Legislatores, Lawgiuers’ while hardly less to be esteemed, in the
third position of sovereign honour, ‘are Liberatores, such as compound the long miseries of ciuill warres, or deliuer their Countries
from seruitude of strangers or tyrants.’  Preserving this hierarchy in all the editions of the Essayes which he published during his
lifetime, Bacon thought it no less fit to expand upon this third category of sovereign honour in the 1625 edition of the Essayes,
now adding that ‘In the Third Place, are Liberatores, or Salvatores: Such as compound the long Miseries of Civill Warres’.  Those
who put an end to civil wars, Bacon added after thirty years of political activity and reflection, were not only to be seen as
liberators, but also to be honoured as saviours, as ‘Salvatores.’
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Indeed, while preserving his hierarchic ranking ‘of the Degrees of Soveraigne Honour,’ Bacon also expanded this passage in the
1625 edition to enumerate those he considered amongst the ranks of the liberators and saviours, numbering out ‘Augustus
Cæaesar, Vespasianus, Aurelianus, Theodoricus, K. Henry the 7. of England, K. Henry the 4. of France.’  Judging from the inclusion of
Henry VII and Henri IV in Bacon’s list of liberators, both the English Wars of the Roses and the French Wars of Religion would
seem, in Bacon’s view, to be numbered amongst the ‘long Miseries of Civill Warres’.  In his Observations Made Upon a Libel of
1592, Bacon confirmed this judgment, claiming that in France ‘during the minority of Charles IX.’ Catherine de’Medici as Queen
Mother 'with pretence of religion' had ‘raised and moved civil wars in that kingdomunder pretence of religion’.  In the absence
of these ‘civil wars,’ Bacon claims, ‘France  had been at this day had been a most flourishing kingdom, which is now is a theatre of
misery.’  In Bacon’s view, civil wars, of which the French troubles were a paradigmatic case, engender ‘a theatre of misery.’ The
inclusion of the French case, in which Bacon had first-hand experience in the embassy of Sir Amias Paulet to France from 1576 to
1579, invites us to further consider Bacon’s view of civil war in light of his understanding of the French wars of religion as an
instance of civil war.

In a document of 1582, now contained in the Harleian manuscripts, entitled ‘Notes on the Present State of Christendom,’ the
reader is offered a survey of continental European politics in the year 1582, assessing the rulership, nobility, and internal political
and military situation in the various European states and principalities. In the text in question, which Robert Stephens and Fattori
attribute to Bacon but which Alan Stewart and James Spedding do not,  there is a reference to the French Wars of Religion as
‘civil wars.’  This document, even if not by Bacon, seems to have been in his possession, and it thus may shed light on the
formation of Bacon’s views as well as his context, and may serve as an important source for the ways in which Bacon’s political
thought on civil war was situated in relation to other texts of the period.

Describing the rule of ‘The French King, Henry III.,’ the author of the ‘Notes’ writes that this King ‘Abhorring the wars and all action;
yet daily worketh the ruin of those he hateth, as all of the religion and the house of Bourbon.’  In the ‘Notes on the Present State
of Christendom,’ France’s Henri III is presented as not entirely sovereign, but under the sway and suasion of others, not least
Catherine de’ Medici, for ‘The Queen Mother ruleth him rather by policy and fear he hath of her’ ; and, in turn, presents Henri III
as additionally subservient to the House of Guise, which house, as a result, ‘is now the greatest of all France’  – explicitly greater
than the Valois royal house itself.

To this image of Henri III, the author of the ‘Notes’ juxtaposes ‘Francis, Duke of Anjou and Brabant,’ who is ‘for his calling and
quality greatly to be considered as any prince at this day living’.  The ‘Notes’ proceed to present the ‘Duc d’Anjou’ as the hope of
Christendom on the continent as

there is to be found no other prince in this part of the world so towards and forward as the Duke,
towards whom they in distress may turn their eyes … .Besides, the French, desirous to shake off civil
wars, must needs attempt somewhat abroad.

Not only, therefore, do the ‘Notes on the Present State of Christendom’ describe the French wars of religion as ‘civil wars’ – they
also offer a potential palliative for how these civil wars may be remedied. The ‘Notes’ present the attempting of ‘somewhat
abroad’ as the solution to the civil wars of France at home. Here, external war is presented as the remedy to civil war, a theme to
which Bacon also frequently recurs.

Fleshing out Bacon’s view of civil war is his portrayal and description of France during the French civil wars. As we have seen,
Bacon identified the French Wars of Religion as ‘civil wars’ and proceeded further to offer his depiction of the state of France
during these civil wars in the Letter of Advice to the Queen, which both James Spedding and Alan Stewart have ascribed to Bacon
as a probable early composition of 1584 or 1585.  Here, in the course of surveying ‘your strong factious Subiects, & your
forreigne enymies’  the author depicts the present state of France under the government of King Henri III, precisely during the
time of contested sovereignty. ‘Consideringe the present Condition of estate,’ the author of this letter to Queen Elizabeth writes of
Henri III,

himself being a Prince, who hath payd very deare assurances to the world, that he loves his ease
much better then victories; and a Prince that is not beloved nor feared of his people; & the people
themselves being of a very light & inconstant disposition, & besides altogether vnexperienced &
vndisciplined how to doe their duties either in warr or peace.

This is an image of a King barely sovereign, lacking the Machiavellian attributes of being either loved or feared. Moreover, the
author of the Letter of Advice presents France as factiously ‘devided and subdivided into sundry heads & seuerall factions not only
betweene Huguenettes and Papistes, but betweene the Memoranciers, Guisardes, & Minions; the people opprest by all and hating
all.’  The image of France given in this text is that of a nation divided, riven with hatred, disunity, and faction and under a
monarch quite incapable of exercising sovereignty.
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Here we see Bacon’s image of how civil war and the malignity of sects collide and coincide. Civil war both fosters and is fostered
by factional divisions which multiply the more sovereign power is contested by arms. Civil war, for Bacon, is armed conflict
internal to a commonwealth for the control or exercise of sovereignty.

What all of these examples of civil war have in common is alterations of sovereignty – or shifts in the nominal (and factual)
holders of sovereign power – in the Wars of the Roses the Houses of Lancaster and York shift back and forth in holding
sovereignty, with similar shifts in the fortunes of the Valois monarchs and the House of Navarre in the French wars of religion and
shifts in sovereignty throughout the Roman civil wars. In contrast to Armitage’s account, in Bacon’s view, civil war is not a
civilizational marker  – it is a state of misery from which one experiences liberation or salvation (in the felicitous situation in
which one escapes it).

For Bacon, civil war is a trial of right with no higher jurisdiction where the trial concerns ultimate power over the commonwealth
or sovereignty itself. We might contrast Bacon’s definition with Hobbes’s familiar later definition of war: war is the time within
which the will to contend by battle is sufficiently known.  For Hobbes, unlike for Bacon, civil war obviates the conditions of the
commonwealth (as a domain of peace and order) – civil war, as war, destroys the commonwealth. For Bacon, it is not so clear that
civil war amounts to a destruction of the commonwealth. Beyond being figured merely as a state of misery, for Bacon, civil war is
an unarbitrated trial of right for the control of sovereignty. Hence we should further ask, what causes it – considering the causes
with an ultimate view towards its prevention.

What then, for Bacon, causes civil war? Having a view of what, in Bacon’s view, civil war is, we may now turn to the causes of civil
war as Bacon perceived them. Bacon’s presentation of the causes of civil war bears comparison with the work of Jean Bodin on
the same question.

In the fourth of Bodin’s Six Books of the Republic, Bodin exhorts his reader to uproot and displant the seeds of civil war  – which
can best be achieved by the avoidance of inequality. ‘The primary and principal cause of sedition is inequality,’ Bodin writes, while
the ‘nourishing mother of peace and amity is equality.’ This equality, Bodin informs his reader, ‘is nothing other than natural
equity, distributing the rents, the estates, the honors, and the common things to each of the subjects, as well as may possibly be
done.’  For Bodin, civil sedition (the root and seed of civil war) is the most dangerous plague to republics. For Bodin, it is
inequality, as Bodin understands this, that creates the conditions of civil sedition and equality (understood as equity) that removes
them. Inequality, in Bodin’s estimation, lies above all in the distribution of perpetual offices to the few without limits of term,
which makes for many disaffected persons. Bodin’s counsel is for equality or equity and particularly against the concentration of
permanent offices in the hands of a few so as to check the ambitions of all those striving for position and place.

In his essay ‘Of Seditions and Troubles,’ Bacon offers a precisely inverted rhetorical presentation of the causes of civil sedition and
the civil wars which it engenders. Indeed, Bacon’s account of civil sedition and its causes, at first glance, seems directly opposed
to Bodin’s account. That is, where Bodin had contended that ‘the primary and principal cause of sedition is inequality’, Bacon
seems to open his essay ‘Of Seditions and Troubles’ with a diametrically opposed image: ‘Tempests in State’ Bacon warns, ‘are
commonly greatest when Things grow to Equality.’

Yet, as one reads on, in Bacon’s presentation, his distance from the Bodinian account diminishes. The structure of Essay XV, ‘Of
Seditions and Troubles’ is tripartite: Bacon claims that he will speak of the materials of seditions (material causes), the motives of
seditions (efficient causes), and the ‘remedies’ of seditions (the ‘Cures’ for the ‘Disease’  which Bacon holds sedition to be).  The
material causes of sedition, for Bacon, are principally two: one passionate or affective (‘Much Discontentment’)  and one
economic or directly material (‘Much Poverty’).  Poverty, according to Bacon, is a major problem for state stability and a, if not
the, true material cause of sedition. Mass poverty renders the upending of the state potentially appealing to the whole of the
impoverished mass. But the relative diminution of estate amongst the nobility makes revolt appealing to the elite, who may
direct the impoverished mass to effective rebellion. Where war is profitable to many, many will be found to make seditions and
troubles.  Widespread poverty, Bacon seems to claim, is a powder-keg awaiting the spark of rebellion.  ‘And if this Poverty, and
Broken Estate, in the better Sort, be joyned,’ Bacon contends, ‘with a Want and Necessity, in the meane People, the danger is
imminent, and great. For the Rebellions of the Belly are the worst.’  Poverty in the people and the reduction in the estate of the
nobility together, for Bacon, breaks the state and brings about ‘Civill Warre.’

However, Bacon’s presentation of poverty as a material cause of sedition leading to civil war raises a puzzle with regard to the
opening passage of the same essay, claiming that equality occasions tempests of state. Bacon seems to claim both that material
privation causes civil war and at the same time claims that tempests in state occur when things grow to equality. Is there any way
to resolve this seeming paradox? The answer lies in a distinction between equality in a Bodinian sense and equality in a
Machiavellian sense which Bacon will appropriate for his own aims.

Bacon’s concern to suppress sedition, combined with his claim that tempestuous circumstances for the state coincide with a
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growth toward equality, may particularly surprise the reader who, several paragraphs later, finds Bacon lamenting the
concentration of wealth ‘into few Hands,’ a matter, for Bacon, of no minor importance. ‘Above all things,’ Bacon writes in ‘Of
Seditions And Troubles,’

good Policie is to be used, that the Treasure and Moneyes, in a State, be not gathered into few
Hands. For otherwise, a State may have a great Stock, and yet starve. And Money is like Muck, not
good except it be spread.

Hence we shall ask what type of equality Bacon is referring to when he claims that it coincides with ‘Tempests in State’ and only a
few paragraphs later counsels against the excessive concentration of wealth and seems to argue for the goodness of ‘spreading’
or reapportioning money?

Elsewhere in the 1625 Essayes, Bacon seems to speak well of ‘Equality,’ singling it out as an attribute of praise in his assessment of
the regime of the United Provinces. ‘The united Provinces of the Low Countries,’ Bacon argues, ‘in their Government, excell: For
where there is an Equality, the Consultations are more indifferent, and the Payments and Tributes more cheerfull.’  Here, in
praising the government of the United Provinces, Bacon seems to claim that something like political ‘Equality’ makes for easier
public extraction of taxes, in the form of ‘Payments and Tributes.’

In Bacon’s discussion of sedition, he differs from his discussion of external warfare by explicitly diminishing the question of
whether or not seditions are just. Treating seditions, Bacon counsels, ‘let no Prince measure the Danger of them, by this; whether
they be Just, or Unjust? For that were to imagine People to be too reasonable; who doe often spurne at their owne Good’.  
The danger of sedition is not, on Bacon’s presentation, to be treated as a question of justice – it is to be treated as a matter to be
put down or crushed, as Typhon is crushed by Jupiter’s Olympian projectile, Mount Aetna, in Bacon’s De Sapientia Veterum .
Rebellions, for Bacon, may amount to war, but the question of rebellion and sedition is not whether it is just or otherwise but how
quickly it may be suppressed in the present and how permanently it may be prevented and remedied in the time to come.

Bacon concludes his discussion of sedition with a discussion of

some Great Person, one, or rather more, of Military Valour neere unto them, for the Repressing of
Seditions, in their beginnings. For without that, there useth to be more trepidation in Court, upon
the first Breaking out of Troubles, then were fit.

In discussing sedition, Bacon claims that it is important to preserve and secure the reverence of government and the forms and
appearances of state. Bacon writes that ‘when Discords, and Quarrells, and Factions, are carried openly, and audaciously; it is a
Signe, the Reverence of Government is lost.’  To this end, Bacon counsels against regal partiality and the regal fanning of the
flames of faction, as we have seen in Bacon’s treatment of the case of the French King Henri III. To make this argument, Bacon
conjures with authority, writing that ‘as Macciavel noteth well; when Princes, that ought to be Common Parents, make themselves
as a Party, and leane to a side, it is as a Boat that is overthrowen, by uneven weight, on the one Side’ by which means ‘Kings begin
to be put almost out of possession.’  As Michael Kiernan and other scholars have noted, Bacon here appears to be drawing on
the discussion of faction and division in Machiavelli’s Discorsi, Book III, section 27. In this part of the Discorsi, Machiavelli speaks
to the question of how to unite a divided city, expressing his view that the opinion is not true (non è vera quella opinione) which
holds that to hold a city it is necessary to hold it divided.  For Machiavelli, it is ‘natural’ or ‘according to nature’ (dalla natura) that
when a city is divided humans part and side with one of the divisions.  The attachment to faction in a divided city, Machiavelli
argues, is stronger than the attachment to the city itself – thus if a divided city is attacked externally, its internal divisions make it
particularly incapable of a unified and successful defence.

Machiavelli claims that there are three ways to unite a divided city – one can, in his view, execute or massacre the heads of a
tumult or rebellion (ammazzare i capi de’ tumulti); one can also exile or imprison the ringleaders on both sides, removing them
from the city (rimuovergli della città); or, finally, one can force an internal peace obliging the heads of the factions to be obedient
and inoffensive to one another and to the state as a whole. This triad, Machiavelli implies, forms a virtuous hierarchy – the third
mode of forcing a peace between warring factions in a city is more dangerous, useless, and least sure (più dannoso, meno certo e
più inutile),  while the mode of imprisonment and exile of the heads of tumults (capi de’ tumulti) frames a surer peace, and, not
least, Machiavelli holds that the first strategy, that of executing the rebels or the various heads of the tumults is ‘without doubt’
(sanza  dubbio) surer still in bringing unity to a divided state.  To hold a city, Machiavelli contends, unity and the swift execution
of the leaders of factions is the safest mode.

Summing up in this section, in the passage of the text to which Bacon seems to refer, Machiavelli notes the words of a French
ambassador to Florence, ‘un monsignor di Lant,’  who claims that those in France who assert themselves to be of the King’s party
are to be chastised, for this implies that there are those who are not of the King’s party. Princes and kings, Machiavelli seems to
hold, are best served by the swift removal of factions and by not siding with any faction whatsoever, for fear that this may foment
rebellion and foster further factionalism. On the basis of these contentions, Machiavelli professes that the view that one must hold
subject cities divided is not only lacking in verity (non è vera) but also lacking in utility (inutile). Following Machiavellian counsels,
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one must, therefore, hold cities united.

What is Bacon doing in drawing upon this section of Machiavelli’s Discorsi? In the first instance, it seems, Bacon’s presentation is
more muted in its presentation of the violence Machiavelli considers needful in putting down civic strife and division. While
Bacon, like his source, Machiavelli, favours ‘the Repressing of Seditions, in their beginnings’,  he does not foreground this
conclusion as a matter of presentation, as Machiavelli does in the very beginning of Discorsi III. 27. No less significantly, it seems
that here Bacon is drawing upon Machiavelli to make a point about class-based faction, which resembles the Machiavellian
humours of the popolo and the grandi.  However, where Machiavelli had claimed in Discorsi that there are in every republic two
diverse humours, the people (popolo) and the grandees (grandi),  Bacon, modifying this dyad for a monarchic, or at least
aristocratic context, claims in Essay XV that: ‘There is in every State (as we know) two Portions of Subjects; The Noblesse, and the
Commonaltie.’  When one of these two factions, Bacon holds, ‘is Discontent, the danger is not great’, but the real danger lurks in
the moment when both factions are equally discontent. Here, one may observe the Baconian components of civil war, when the
classes, both impoverished (albeit to differing degrees), combine and go against the monarch or the sovereign, joining together
to upend the monarch’s state. ‘Then is the danger,’ Bacon writes, ‘when the Greater Sort doe but wait for the Troubling of Waters,
amongst the Meaner, that then they may declare themselves.’

The kind of equality with which Bacon is concerned in Essay XV therefore seems to be a kind of factional equality. In a republic or
civil state, this is the point at which each major class or faction is equally enraged or discontent at the present state of affairs as
well as each other and risks civic peace by open factional warfare. In a monarchic order, with which Bacon (in contradistinction to
Machiavelli) was particularly concerned,  this is the civic point at which each class or faction, the nobles and the commoners, are
equally enraged at the monarchic government and considers their joint forces or means roughly equal to the forces at the
disposal of the established order, and both factions, nobles and commoners, are willing to risk their fortunes against the
established order and the common peace. It is in this sense that ‘Tempests in State’, in Bacon’s understanding, ‘are commonly
greatest, when Things grow to Equality.’

In addition to poverty as a cause of sedition leading to civil war, opinion, information, and utterance can also cause sedition. For
Bacon, there seems to be a question of knowledge or proper information related to swelling sedition and civic trouble. Drawing
upon a theme present in his writings since the 1580s, as well as in the De Sapientia Veterum of 1609, Bacon lists off the signs of
troubles in a sentence augmented in the 1625 edition of the Essayes. ‘Libels, and licentious Discourses against the State,’ Bacon
notes, ‘when they are frequent and open; And in like sort, false Newes, often running up and downe, to the disadvantage of the
State, and hastily embraced; are amongst the Signes of Troubles.’  Rumours, libels, and fame can foretell the fall of states and
empires.

Rumour and ill-fame, Bacon seems to contend, can have a redescriptive or paradiastolic force upon the good actions of a
government or state, turning good deeds to ill-repute in the minds of the population. Fame and rumours, Bacon claims, are

the preludes of Seditions to come  …  Especially, if it come to that, that the best Actions of a
State, and the most plausible, and which ought to give greatest Contentment, are taken in ill
Sense, and traduced: For that shewes the Envy great, as Tacitus saith; Conflata magna Invidia, seu
benè, seu malè, gesta premunt. [Great envy having been set ablaze, actions, whether good or ill,
are assailed].

As we have seen, for Bacon, libel and rumour can be the source of an intractable situation – once loosed, the state cannot be
seen to do good, and an excuse is ever at hand for redescribing the actions of the regime in an ill-light. But, Bacon reflects nearly
forty years after the arrest of the opponent of the Jesuit Bill on the floor of the House of Commons, rumour that upends the state
cannot be so easily repressed with severity, in the manner in which Dr. Parry was arrested on the floor. Seditious rumour,
paradoxically, although it may be legitimately suppressed by force, may be best suppressed with contempt. For, Bacon continues
in ‘Of Seditions and Troubles,’ ‘Neither doth it follow, that because these Fames, are a signe of Troubles, that the suppressing of
them, with too much Severity, should be a Remedy of Troubles. For the Despising of them, many times, checks them best’.

The notion of fame or rumour in relation to rebellion presents a recurrent theme, which Bacon had previously articulated in his De
Sapientia Veterum of 1609. In this work, in his fable on rebellion, ‘Typhon, sive Rebellis',,’  Bacon identifies his Typhon as both ‘the
Rebel,’ or, ‘the Rebellious’ ( Rebellis),  and as a ‘tumour’ (tumour)  – a swelling, an excrescence, a bodily malignity.  The tumour,
like the rebel, for Bacon, is something which must be treated and, optimally, removed or, if necessary, crushed. Bacon’s Typhon is
regally crushed by Bacon’s allegoric monarch of choice, Jupiter.  In Bacon’s fable, Jupiter thwarts Typhon by hurling the mass of
Mount Etna atop the rebel (AeÆtnam super eum jaculatus),  which hinders the rebel in flight and crushes the tumour under the
force of the mountain (mole montis oppressit).

Bacon’s ‘Typhon’ is interpreted by its author as a fable on the variant fortune of kings and the rebellions which are customarily
made against monarchies (Fabula de fortuna regum variâ et Rebellionibus, quæae in Monarchijs quandóque evenire consueverunt,
conficta est).  Bacon’s fable figures rebellion as a mode of war, which for contemporaries like Grotius it was not.  Bacon’s
Typhon, the rebel, moves war against Jupiter without delay upon reaching maturity.  As a mode of war, rebellion is presented as
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a product of mixed causation – related partly to the ruler and partly to the realm.  Rebellion is caused, Bacon offers, in part
when monarchs become depraved by habituation to ruling imperially (imperandi consuetudine) and kings turn tyrant, drawing all
to themselves, disdaining consent of orders and parliaments, and governing arbitrarily.  Rebellion is caused, Bacon claims, in
part by popular discontent at the monarch’s tyrannical behaviour. Popular discontent against the monarch is partially nourished,
according to Bacon, by the ‘innate depravity and malignant nature of the common people [plebs],’ which inclines them to revolt.

One of the tactics for quelling rebellion which Bacon draws out of his fable is the tactic of withdrawing the estimation and
reputation of the rebels by rumour or report prior to facing them openly in battle. As we have seen, for Bacon, while seditious
rumours may not best be quelled with violence, open rebellion may be weakened by counter-rumours of the rebel’s weakness
disseminated by the state. While in ‘Of Seditions And Troubles,’ Bacon professes that he will discuss the matter, motives, and
remedies of seditions in turn,  Bacon speaks relatively swiftly of the motives of sedition in a seemingly cursory single-sentence
list:

‘The Causes and Motives of Seditions are; Innovation in Religion; Taxes; Alteration of Lawes and
Customes; Breaking of Privileges; Generall Oppression; Advancement of unworthy persons; Strangers;
Dearths; Disbanded Soldiers; Factions growne desperate; And whatsoever in offending People, joyneth
and knitteth them, in a Common Cause.’

Bacon’s stance towards high taxation as potentially a factor contributing to sedition and civic troubles may be observed in his
opposition to the 1593 Subsidy Bill, which famously brought him into disfavour with Queen Elizabeth for the ten-years’ remainder
of the latter’s reign. In his Committee Speech on the Bill, Bacon claimed, first, that the subsidy was impossible for gentry, yeomen,
and the poor to pay. The poor, Bacon contended, could not pay the subsidy and Bacon further offered the image of farmers and
gentle persons selling their kitchenware in order to pay the tax: ‘The gentlemen must sell their plate and the farmers their brass
pots ere this will be paid.’  As ‘the general commonality is not able to pay so much upon the present’,  Bacon held, such a
subsidy would amount to skinning the wounds of the realm. Moreover, Bacon argued, the coffers of the crown might better be
filled in other ways – a part of the speech which is truncated in the manuscripts and notes from this session of the House of
Commons.  Most of all, however, Bacon opposed the bill because he considered a trebled subsidy and augmented rate of
taxation to be a source of ‘Danger and discontentment.’  Speaking against the trebled Subsidy Bill, Bacon claimed that the bill
placed purse-strings above heart-strings, putting the public coffers above affection for the sovereign. In a case of necessity or
‘cause of jeopardy,’ Bacon stated to the select committee, it matters more that subjects love their Queen than that the public
coffers be full and, as a result, the subsidy risked filling coffers at the expense of love for the crown. Taxes, as Bacon therefore
held in both 1593 and 1625, risk breeding discontentment in the people and a people discontented is all the readier to rebel.

Discontentment leading to sedition, Bacon claims, can have a deep affective or passionate dimension, particularly where fear
plays a part. Bacon argues that ‘they are the most dangerous Discontentments, where the Feare is greater than the Feeling.’
Quoting Pliny, Bacon continues, Dolendi Modus, Timendi non item – for the suffering there is a way, for the fearing not so. For
Bacon, fear is the ‘most dangerous’ affective spark to the fuel of rebellion. As we have seen, one of the causes of sedition, in
Bacon’s view, is regal partiality. Kings and sovereigns should, in Bacon’s estimation, stay (and appear to stay) above factional
partiality. With respect to faction, rising politicians should take a side, but in a manner least offensive to the opposing side. In a
passage in ‘Of Great Place’ added especially to the 1625 version of the Essayes, Bacon writes that for those seeking great place, in
a politic situation characterized by factions, ‘it is good, to side a Mans selfe whilest hee is in the Rising.’  In the 1625 version of
his essay ‘Of Faction,’ Bacon writes that ‘beginners’ in politics should ‘adhere’ to a faction but ‘adhere so moderately, as hee bee a
Man of the one Faction, which is most Passable with the other,’ which Bacon notes ‘commonly giveth best Way.’  But things
stand differently between those who are rising and those who have risen. Persons at the height of ‘Great Place,’ and the sovereign
most of all, should ‘ballance Himselfe, when he is placed.’  In a discussion of the French Wars of Religion, Bacon offers the
example of Henri III favouring the Catholic League as an errant (and fatal) example of regal partiality. Henri III did not ‘balance
Himselfe’ but sided fully with the Catholic League, which had him subsequently assassinated.  Bacon draws a politic lesson from
this favouring of faction on the part of Henri III – sovereign partiality may lend weight to the thought that the sovereign is
personally dispensable by the faction preferred: ‘when the Authority of Princes is made but an Accessary to a Cause; And there be
other Bands, that tie faster, then the Band of Sovereignty, Kings begin to be put almost out of Possession.’  Sovereign power
should balance factions, perhaps best of all by politic reducing of the heft and sway of all factions, rather than side with particular
parties or factions which may put them ‘almost out of Possession.’

Here, Bacon makes sovereign action in supporting or siding with factions a cause of sedition and civil war. In this aspect of his
political thought, Bacon offers a contrast of emphasis from certain of his contemporaries who would position civic diseases as
emanating from the people. Bacon’s contemporary, Edward Forset (a fellow alumnus of Trinity College, Cambridge) adopts this
position in his 1606 tract, A comparative discourse of the bodies natural and politique. Analogizing sovereignty to the head of a
politic body and the people to the bulk of the body politic itself, Forset purported to follow ‘the Phisitions’ in asserting that ‘most
of the diseases of the head are originally arising and caused from the bodie’ from which, Forset continues, it may be inferred that
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‘many the escapes of Soveraignes by omission or commission, may thus far by this excuse be extenuated, as more imputable to
the people than to them.’  Bacon, by contrast, understands certain civic maladies to be matters of sovereign causation, matters
which, in extremis, the sovereign may pay for with forfeited life, after the manner of Henri III.

With a view, then, to poverty and discontentment as the material causes of sedition leading to civil war, how does Bacon see the
remedies for avoiding and preventing civil war?

In the longer term, Bacon’s answer would seem to be in large part economic. Because poverty can play such an important role in
stirring rebellion and civil war, when Bacon comes to outlining the remedies to remove or prevent rebellion, he dwells strongly on
questions of poor relief, manufacture, and trade. ‘The first Remedy or prevention,’ Bacon writes, ‘is to remove by all meanes
possible, that materiall Cause of Sedition, wherof we spake; which is Want and Poverty in the Estate.’ In order to alleviate poverty,
and thereby remedy sedition, Bacon advises

the Opening, and well Ballancing of Trade; The Cherishing of Manufactures; the Banishing of
Idlenesse; the Repressing of waste and Excesse by Sumptuary Lawes; the Improvement and Husbanding
of the Soyle; the Regulating of Prices of things vendible; the Moderating of Taxes and Tributes;
And the like.

All of these economic recommendations occur within Bacon’s explicit treatment of sedition, troubles, and rebellion. It is a policy
which is open to trade and material betterment that alleviates what Bacon regards as the material cause of sedition – poverty.
Furthermore, Bacon’s claim that Poverty is ‘that materiall Cause of Sedition’ has important implications. To the extent that Bacon
wishes to ‘Cure’ the ‘Disease’ of sedition, he seems to commit himself to removing what he regards as its material cause (poverty),
as well as root sources of this cause. As a population excessively large (for its corresponding food supply) or excessively idle (for
what it produces and in relation to the labour supply which supports it) may be regarded by Bacon as causes of poverty, Bacon’s
commitment to curing sedition seems to commit him to removing these ills as well. In ‘Of Seditions and Troubles,’ Bacon thus
devotes himself to an unexpectedly extensive discussion of population and population size, precisely when considering the
‘Remedy or prevention’ for sedition.

‘Generally, it is to be foreseen,’ Bacon observes, ‘that the Population of a Kingdome, (especially
if it be not mowen downe by warrs) doe not exceed, the Stock of the Kingdome, which should
maintaine them.’  The question of population in relation to war had earlier been raised in Bacon’s
1592/3 Certaine obseruations vppon a libell, where in answer to the charge that the English people
are oppressed by ‘consumption of people in warres,’ Bacon replies that the realm can easily afford
such a loss of population as the wars with Spain in the 1580s and 1590s occasioned. Here, Bacon
invokes the Biblical injunction to ‘go forth and multiply’ (Crescite et multiplicamini)  and
remarks that the realm of England has little difficulty in obeying this commandment to the point
that ‘the populacion therof maie afforde such losse of men as hath bine sufficient for the making
our late warres.’ Bacon presses the point further in his Certaine obseruations, claiming that far
from being oppressed by ‘depopulacion’ by deaths in warfare, the realm suffers rather from
‘surcharge of people.’

What, in Bacon’s view, is to be done with this surcharge of people? Two things above all: first, the movement of this surcharge
population outwards – in colonies and plantations – both to Ireland and to the newly discovered Americas;  and second, the
surcharge of people is to be reduced via foreign wars – through wars of attrition to reduce the metropole’s own population.
This is, for Bacon, a matter of policy, for while he had proposed a series of economic remedies for the long-term diminution of
poverty, he seemed to regard the population size of the England, and later, of the Britain of his time as excessively large to the
point of requiring urgent proposals for expansive colonization as well as numerous proposals for external wars – with Spain, with
the Ottoman Empire, with the Vatican and occurring in the Spanish Netherlands, the United Provinces, the Mediterranean and the
Caribbean.

However, Bacon’s views on the matters of preventing civil war were not wholly out of keeping with his time – one finds similar
ideas in the opening sections of the first two books of Machiavelli’s Florentine Histories and in Book III, section 11 of Alberico
Gentili’s De Jure Belli.  Yet Bacon takes the scope of the external expansion requisite to the management of civil war much
further than his predecessors and contemporaries – placing the scene of the expansion as nothing less than the world stage –
extending from the Pacific Ocean in his New Atlantis to the Mediterranean in his Advertisement Touching an Holy War  to the
Iberian peninsula and the Caribbean in his Brief View of Britain and Spain.

So how should we summarize Bacon’s view of civil war? Civil war, for Bacon, as it was for Montaigne, is a kind of feverish pox on
the body politic, a mode of internal warfare within a political body for the sovereign control of that body, a judgeless trial of
right for the control of sovereignty. Yet, departing from Montaigne, Bacon does not fully align civil war with the public death of
the political body. Civil war is caused by sedition, swelling rebellion, and tumults, which in turn are caused by poverty. Poverty
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may reduce the estate of both the grand and the common people, and, when this occurs, poverty renders both desperate to risk
their fortunes against the established order and one another. Civil war, for Bacon, is also fomented by factional conflict, either
between divisions of class, divisions of party, divisions of religion, or confessional divisions internal to a single religion – as in the
case of the French wars of religion which Bacon regarded as civil wars. Bacon’s analysis combines what contemporary writers
might term social or material considerations (poverty and food supply) with ideal considerations (confessional politics, religious
allegiance), integrating both elements. Where Bodin had stressed material inequality as a cause of civil war, Bacon followed him
in this. But in contradistinction to Bodin, Bacon stressed that faction equality could be no less generative of tempests in state. For
Bacon, it is when factions are equally desperate and of roughly equal strength that sedition and civil war is most likely to occur.
Importantly, civil war, for Bacon, is conceived as partially a matter of sovereign causation – the sovereign can hinder the growth
of the causes of civil war by ameliorating poverty, redistributing wealth, and concerning him- or herself with population size
relative to food supply. The sovereign may further hinder the causes of civil war by being equitable and impartial, by the apt
deployment of rumour to hinder the forces of rebels or potential rebels, and by refraining from the use of force in the
suppression of rumours and ill-fames. In this regard, Bacon’s view differs from that of Edward Forset, who had loyally contended
that sovereigns are not to be regarded as responsible for maladies that afflict the body politic.

Why, then, does this matter? It matters not only because this idea is substantially absent in Armitage’s recent monograph.
Armitage cannot account for Bacon’s views on civil war simply by recurring to the Romans. This is the case because Armitage has
substantially omitted Bacon’s modern paradigm cases of civil war – the Wars of the Roses and the French wars of religion from
his analysis and in so doing, Armitage occludes as well the Machiavellian and post-Machiavellian analyses of those conflicts.
Armitage fails to link the notion of civil war to justifications of empire which emerge from the factional conflicts of the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries, not least omitting the thought that civil wars may be managed and alleviated through foreign warfare
and external expansion.

The contentions of this article thus matter for a much broader and more basic reason. Empire, for Bacon as well as for Gentili, was
thus not an extension of their philosophical anthropology (as the dominant accounts of early modern empire in contemporary
political theory contend)  – rather, empire, in their thought is a key solution to avoiding a yet more pressing concern – Bacon,
Gentili, and other members of the Essex circle, advocated empire primarily as the strategy of population management for
avoiding a fratricidal war at home.
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leadership, the increasing turbulence of the people; finally open rebellion’. Charles W. Lemmi, The Classic Deities in Bacon: A
Study in Mythological Symbolism (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1933), 162–3.
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natural-philosophical truth … Typhon (or, the Rebel) is interpreted along Machiavellian lines and
is read as a political allegory: a king who becomes a tyrant will be rebelled against by his
nobles, but he can regain power through good laws and the goodwill of his people.
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plain people which smacks less of Machiavelli than of Guicciardini and, probably, of his own bias.
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3. The corruption of justice.

4. The multitude of taxations.

Unto all which points there needeth no long speech. For the first, thanks be to God, the benediction of Crescite et
multiplicamini is not so weak upon this realm of England, but the population thereof may afford such loss of men as were
sufficient for the making our late wars, and it were in a perpetuity, without being seen either in city or country.’ Cf. David Hume,
Essays, Moral, Political, and Literary, ed. Eugene F. Miller (Indianapolis: Liberty Fund, 1994 [1777]), Part II, Essay I, ‘Of Commerce’,
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Bacon’s ‘remedy’ for internal strife, sedition, and civil war. Following the essay ‘Of Seditions and Troubles,’ according to
Trollope’s biographer Michael Sadleir, Trollope penned the following commentary into his copy of Bacon’s Essays,

The Remedy may be well worse than the disease, as is shown by the state of the Roman Empire and
by the injuries done by Napoleon. In all his political Essays Bacon is governed by his natural
desire to support Kings. His references to sumptuary laws and repression of the population show
that he was not so very much before his age.
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And lastly (Mr. Speaker) there was never any kingdom in the ages of the world had, I think, so
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country blessed with almost all the dowries of nature, as rivers, havens, woods, quarries, good
soil, and temperate climate, and now at last under his Majesty blessed also with obedience) doth,
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people, which are but materia rerum novarum.
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